ENG 234 fulfills
  • English major requirements: Literary History and Traditions requirement of General English Studies concentration and Literary Studies Concentration and Literature requirement of Creative Writing concentration

ENG 241 fulfills
  • Writing minor requirement
  • English major requirement: Creative Writing requirement of English for Early Childhood or Elementary Education concentration
  • Liberal Studies major requirement: Creative Writing requirement in the English concentration

ENG 300 fulfills
  • Writing minor requirement
  • English major requirement: Rhetoric and Composition requirement of General English Studies concentration and Rhetoric and Composition concentration

ENG 353 fulfills
  • Writing minor requirement
  • English major requirements: Creative Writing Workshops (300-level) requirement of Creative Writing concentration; Creative Writing requirement of General English Studies concentration and English for Early Childhood and Elementary Education concentration
  • Liberal Studies major requirement: Creative Writing requirement in the English concentration

ENG 375 fulfills CT State requirement for cross endorsement in Elementary World Language and/or TESOL

ENG 383 fulfills
  • Writing minor requirement
  • English major requirement: Professional Experiences requirement of Creative Writing concentration
  • New Media Studies major: meets requirement for the Multimedia Writing, Form, and Analysis concentration